"Summertree" to run two week-ends

"Summertree," ASU Dramatics' first production of another long season, is now setting into its fifth week of runnings and both cast and crew are amply accomplishing the production opening night, October 7th, in the auditorium.

The play, a recent hit by young playwright Ben Coes, was originally scheduled to be produced last year but was vetoed for full production because technical difficulties.

After playing the weekend of the 16th and 18th, the cast will "jump a mountain for a week, and finish the production with performances on the 25th and 26th."

The cast was understandably elated by the strong response.

"To glad to be on stage now," said the actor who plays the leading role, "I'm glad to be on stage now."

Of course, there were some difficulties in the actual production. Lack of actors was the only access for the part of the mother was triple cast.

The thing the writer has to say, which was remodeled in the run, is familiar to that you've already experienced them before.

"The little boy is not portrayed by Todd Thomas."

"It is sometimes the little boy and sometimes the real little boy whose name was mentioned."

Demonstration staged yesterday — in Pullman against recruiters

A day long demonstration against the Marine Corps recruiters was staged yesterday at Washington State University by a group of students.

The demonstration, which began at 11 a.m. on the same campus as a rally, sponsored by University students, was a coordinated effort by local students for a Democratic Society, and with the American Federation of Labor, the latter students where the recruiters were stationed.

Jerry W. Cohart, a graduate student from Pullman, who was present, said the demonstration was intended to be nonviolent, with the expressed purpose of preventing further military recruiting on this campus in the state of Washington, and that the local AF of L would be involved in the Administration Annex building.

All students wishing to participate should report at the Union, 10 a.m., today. At 11 a.m. there will be held in the SUB Thursday, Oct. 10 at 3 p.m.

BIG NAME ENTERTAINMENT — The Richmond Brothers will be appearing in concert October 21st at 8 p.m. The event, sponsored by the Associated Students, will be held in conjunction with Homenition of Marine Days, which will carry a price to the general student body.

Vandal esquires set card design contest

Vandal esquires have announced design competition for membership cards. The card will award a prize for the winning designs. All entries must be submitted to Dave Bowcum, Editor, Wednesday, October 11th. A panel of judges will be announced by October 11th.

Wednesday, November 12th, the University销售 will be held in the University Sales Office at 11 a.m. All members who are interested in becoming members of the Association are invited to attend.

UNIVERSITY PLANNER — Keril Biklist, newly elected for the position of University Planner, will be making a presentation to Executive Board Thursday. The presentation will include plans and policies formulated by the University's students, including the budget. All interested students are invited to attend.

There are certain rules and regulations concerning campaigns presented in the Student Association platform. For more information, contact the Student Association headquarters, located in the SUB. 

SUNSET FROM SPACE. A painting by artist Robert P. H. Allen, which was recently purchased by the University of Idaho's art collection, is shown here. The painting, which depicts a sunset scene from space, was purchased with funds from the University's art collection. The painting will be on display in the University's art gallery. 

Hollot presents complete to students

Twilight at 7 p.m. in the Armour Boardroom, Kirk Haller, secretary for the University of Idaho's student association, will present a speech to introduce the new complex.
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the stories we recognize in the regulatory and enforcement plans, we get a picture of how much smaller the problems are that the organization is trying to solve. These plans, in turn, provide a framework for understanding the nature and scale of the problems the organization is dealing with. By examining these plans, we can better understand the organization's decision-making process and the potential implications for its stakeholders. However, it is important to note that these plans may not always reflect the full scope of the organization's operations, as they are often focused on specific areas or time periods. In addition, the plans may not always be consistent with each other, as they may be developed by different departments or groups within the organization. Therefore, it is essential to consider these plans in conjunction with other sources of information, such as interviews and direct observations, to gain a comprehensive understanding of the organization's activities.
Here's what your first year or two at IBM could be like.

You'll become involved fast. You'll find we delegate responsibility—to the limit of your ability.

At IBM, you'll work individually or as a small team. And he encouraged to contribute your own ideas. You'll advance just as fast as far as your talents can take you.

Here's what three recent graduates are doing.

Doug Taylor, R.S. Electronics
Engineering 79, is already a senior associate engineer working on large scale circuit technology. Aided by computer design, Doug is one of a five-man team designing integrated circuits that will use IBM computers in the 1980s.

Soon after his IBM program training, John Klayman, E.S. Math 79, began writing programs used by a computer system that helps manage the schedule of the Apollo tracking stations. And when the finished programs were turned over to the Flight Center, he was responsible for making sure they were properly used.

Visit your placement officer and sign up for this interview with IBM.
Students appear in police court

Four University of Idaho students appeared in Police Court, October 3, for offenses ranging from an allegedly stolen license plate to disorderly conduct.

Among those appearing were Herbert H. Willett, age 20, who was found after stopping his car and Nell H. Sweeney, 22, who was cited for running a red light.

Also appearing were Tracy Allen, 18, who received a S$1 fine for possessing beer for a minor and Steve Age, 20, who pleaded guilty to an illegal sale of liquor.

Not appearing, and thus facing a S$100 fine was Gordon Wallace, 22. He was charged with driving with a suspended license.

In the TWA program we do the preliminary interviewing of girls interested in becoming stewardesses. Professional women from TWA will do the final interviewing.

Miss Taylor gives the requirements TWA asks for their stewardesses. Girls in the third and fourth grades of high school are the ones the program can be contacted.

Miss Taylor said the program is good because girls must be at least 22 years old and must have two years of college, although this is not mandatory. She said that girls, like boys, are expected to do well in the program because TWA is interested in girls with good potential and good constitutional and capable of saving lives.

Miss Taylor said that girls should be interested in a career which offers an advantage. She said that, in the case of TWA, girls have a greater opportunity to become stewardesses.

Miss Taylor is greatly interested in the field of student health, and has a great deal of interest in the TWA field.

The Peace Corps... It has to do with people.

Testing will be through this week. Two tests given daily at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. in the U. C. Testing Center.

Information in the SUB Lobby

The Bugundy Street Singers were just 10 unknowns from Kansas.

Then they entered the Intercollegiate Music Festival.

The University of Idaho jazz band performed this Sunday evening in the Deary Brothers Auditorium. The group was under the direction of Joe Seiler, music teacher. The band, which is composed of members of the University of Idaho's music department, played in a variety of styles, including jazz, blues, rock and roll, and country music.

The group played a variety of standards, including "Take Five," "In A Silent Way," and "Take The A Train." They also performed original compositions, such as "Jazz Cafe" and "Fusion Blues." The band ended their performance with a lively version of "Jazz Bebop," which received a standing ovation from the audience.

The performance was well-received, with many students and faculty members stopping to talk about the group's talent and their musical abilities.

Rings 'n Things

Pat McLain, French House, to Joe.
Betty James, Center, to Mike Howell, TWA.
Carol Lockton, Fairly, to Dave Evans, Theta Chi.
Comy Washin, Fairly, to Louw Church, Pi U.
Engaged
Beverly Belton, French, to Steve Novak, Chi.
Carolyn Bland, French, to Doug Brown, Chi.
Carly Cameron, Fairly, to Gary Ferguson, Delta Tau.
Linda Ferguson, Fairly, to Robert Simon, Sigma Chi.
Stu Kenyon, Kappa, to Larry Goff, Chi.
Jean Hamlar, Fairly, to Red Jones, Phi.
Hardin.
Sally Vasole, Fairly, to Clarence Phillips.
Nancy Godfrey, Lovetts, to Doug Lapid, Kappa.
Engaged
Mohammed El-Sayed, Fairly, to Steve De- Masters, Campus Club.
Mervin Flegal, French, to Steve De- Masters, Campus Club.
Steve Moore, Fairly, to Ed Mccoy, Campus Club.
Jim O'Connell, French, to Mike Bloise, Delta Tau.
Andy Boy, Fairly, to Larry Sutter, Phi.
Kirsten Hill, French, to Mike Rhys, Chi.
John Kennedy, Fairly, to Jeta Wilson, Delta Tau.
Lincoln Hayes, Fairly, to Capt. Dennis Welch, US Navy.

Sandy Opl, Fairly, to Robert Speck, of campus.
Jimmie Opl, Fairly, to Curtis Boll, Sigma Chi.
Dearren Dug, Fairly, to Dan Forney, Beta.
Gary Sager, Fairly, to Robert Pruitt, Sigma Chi.
Church Tux, Fairly, to Jack Twamp, of campus.
Kerry Pendleton, Fairly, to Scott Lee, Sigma Chi.
Tuffy Tanguay, Fairly, to Dan Forney, Beta.
Jean Warden, Fairly, to Bob John, Vassal Hall.
Kathy Rosen, Fairly, to Mike Hargraves, Sigma Chi.
Kim Wright, Fairly, to Larry Seitz, Phi Tau.
Jennifer Young, Fairly, to Steve Gazi, Chi.
Dave Tofel, Fairly, to Donna Tauskowsich.

UF student pleads guilty to charges

University of Idaho student Steve Brown pleaded guilty to a charge of petty larceny in Latah County District Court last week. He was fined $200 and will be sentenced in 30 days.

U. of Idaho student must return stolen property

The case involved the theft of a laptop computer from the student's residence.

The incident occurred on April 1, when the victim reported the loss.

The thief was later arrested and charged with the theft.

The court sentenced the defendant to 30 days in jail and ordered him to pay restitution.

The victim, who attended the trial, expressed his satisfaction with the outcome.

"I'm pleased with the result," he said. "I feel justice has been served."
**Sports**

**UM upsets Weber 2013**

Colorado State

The Wyoming Cowboys scored 13 points in the last three minutes and defeated Colorado State 31-23 in a Western Athletic Conference football game Saturday. The Cowboys scored with a field goal, but were completely stopped from that point on. They had 42 yards running for the game.

Idaho-USAU game films from the Idaho-Southern Idaho game will be shown this Thursday at Ag Science 206 at 7 p.m. Admission will be $3, cash per person, and profits from the film showing will be used as travel funds for the rally.

**Vandals overpower USM; down favorites 31-21**

The University of Idaho's football team beat the University of Southern Mississippi in their first meeting. The Vandals are now 2-0, while the Golden Eagles are 1-1.

The Vandals scored on their first three possessions to take an early 14-0 lead. They would go on to score 21 points in the second quarter, including a 71-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Chris Nielson to wide receiver Eric Martin, who was going after his first career touchdown. The Vandals would add another touchdown in the third quarter to pull away from the Golden Eagles. They would hold on to win the game 31-21. The Vandals defense held Southern Mississippi to 215 total yards and forced two turnovers.

**What’s up**

**Tuesday, Oct. 7**

International football — Interdepartmental matches, 4-6 p.m., soccer. **633-1555**

Wednesday, Oct. 8

International football — Intramural games, 3:30-5:30 p.m., soccer. **633-1555**

Friday, Oct. 10

Football — Fall exhibition game, LCNS. **633-1555**

Saturday, Oct. 11

Football: University of Montana at Montana State, 11 a.m. (remember, the time is in the Pacific). **633-1555**

**Special discount for CASH and CARRY**

**GREEN’S CLEANERS**

615 S. MAIN
805-3231-Greens

**October 1990**

**Green’s Cleaners**

**Special discount for CASH and CARRY**

**For College Students Only**

**50% off Reader’s Digest Any 17 or Less A Copy**

Order cards mailed in letterbook.

Mail your card today.

**Does it really work?**

If you never receive NoDoz® at 4 a.m. the right thing to do is to make sure you probably have been disappointed. NoDoz®, after all, is no substitute for sleep. Hence, it is anything else we can offer. We’re not saying that NoDoz® is a product that will make you a different person. What we are saying is that it works. In fact, NoDoz® has been known for its ability to even the most restless. Non-habit forming. The ideal option for the person who needs a little help in the morning.

**Why NoDoz®?**

A great way to treat those early morning headaches. It’s the ideal option for the person who needs a little help in the morning. It’s non-habit forming. The ideal option for the person who needs a little help in the morning. Non-habit forming. The ideal option for the person who needs a little help in the morning. It’s non-habit forming. The ideal option for the person who needs a little help in the morning.
Siems explains geo-chemist role in exploration of environments

"The role of the geo-chemist is to identify the main elements in a soil, rock, mineral, water, or organic material," said Siems. "This is done by analyzing the materials using various methods, such as spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, and thermal analysis." Siems explained that his work involves analyzing the materials to determine their composition and properties.

Smith appointed new PR Director, outlines programs

"I believe we have a great challenge ahead of us," said Smith. "The new ASU President, Bob Parham, and I are committed to making ASU a dynamic and internationally renowned institution." Smith added that the university will focus on strategic planning, academic excellence, and community engagement.

Blue Key enumerates requisites, states national frat interviews

"Blue Key is a national fraternity," said the interviewer. "We will be interviewing several of its members to learn about their experiences and requirements for membership." The interviewer noted that Blue Key is a service-oriented fraternity that values leadership, scholarship, and community involvement.

Issues and Forums

Viet Nam discussion to be held

By Linda Holder

As rumors concerning Vietnam will be held Thursday, October 5 at 7:30 in the Colloquium Room. The discussion will be moderated by Dr. Peter L. Simes, associate professor of philosophy, University of Idaho, and will contain students of the Society of Sigma Xi last night. Addressing a combined gathering of students and faculty, Simes stated:

"Generally, the exploration geo-chemist is engaged in the mining industry in search of metals from which important materials can be produced. This is done by analyzing the materials using various methods, such as spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, and thermal analysis." Siems explained that his work involves analyzing the materials to determine their composition and properties.
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Blue Key enumerates requisites, states national frat interviews

"Blue Key is a national fraternity," said the interviewer. "We will be interviewing several of its members to learn about their experiences and requirements for membership." The interviewer noted that Blue Key is a service-oriented fraternity that values leadership, scholarship, and community involvement.

The university's mission, "to provide a world-class education that prepares students for success in a changing and diverse world," was echoed by all of the interviewees. They emphasized the importance of critical thinking, problem-solving, and collaboration in preparing students for the challenges of the 21st century.
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